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MIGHTY DEEDS IN ACTION

T
he mechanic for Mighty Deeds of Arms was 
designed to encourage exciting stunts by 
ambitious warriors in the tradition of liter

ary heroes. The goal was to create a rules system that 
encouraged situation specific freedom without creat
ing a lot of cumbersome rules. The author’s original 
expectation was that this system would be used for 
disarms, parries, and other traditional combat ma
neuvers, but in actual playtesting the Mighty Deeds 
of Arms have been exciting and unpredictable. It’s 
clear now  the system encourages creative actions, 
and the author believes it works best with creative 
warriors who devise interesting attacks. Here is a se
lection of actual Mighty Deeds of Arms performed 
by real players in real games, all of them declared on 
the spot in the midst of a grand adventure.

• When fighting opponents on a staircase, the char
acter used a sword to stab an opponent and then 
lever him over the edge of the staircase. Later, 
the same character tried attacking the foe’s legs 
to knock him over the edge.

• When facing a carven image with eyes that shot 
laser beams, the character used a mace to smash 
out the carved eyes (and thus disable the laser 
beams). In another game, a different player tried 
a similar attack to stab out the eyes of a basilisk 
and disarm its hypnotic gaze.

• When fighting a flying skull that was out of me
lee reach, a character leaped from the back of an 
ally into a flying lunge that brought him within 
reach of a melee swing at the skull.

• When hurling flasks of burning oil at a giant toad, 
the warrior aimed for the toad’s open mouth to 
throw the oil down its gullet.

• When fighting enemies arrayed in a single file 
line, a character hurled a javelin and tried to 
spear both of the front two enemies. He killed 
the first enemy, then speared the second enemy 
to his ally’s corpse.

• When fighting a chaos beast with a scorpion tail, 
a character attempted to chop off the tail.

• When fighting a strange demon at the edge of a 
river, a character shoved the demon into the river 
to wash it downstream.

• When fighting a possessed skull at the top of a pil
lar, a warrior had his squire peek over the edge 
and provide “spotting instructions,” then used his 
Mighty Deed of Arms to fire arrows in an arcing 
indirect fire pattern to hit the skull sight unseen.

• When fighting a demon holding a magical dag
ger, the warrior “disarmed” the demon by slicing 
off his hand.
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A 
warrior can declare a Mighty Deed of Arms, 
or a Deed for short, prior to any attack. If 
his attack die comes up as a 3 or better and 

the attack lands (e.g., the total attack roll exceeds the 
target’s AC), the Deed succeeds. The higher the at
tack die the more successful the Deed.

A warrior’s Deeds should fit the situation at hand 
and reflect the might and daring of a great fighter. 
A terrific cleave of the axe that sunders an enemy’s 
shield, a precise strike to the throat that silences the 
enemy leader, or a staggering uppercut that drops the 
gigantic gladiator are all examples of great Deeds. A 
warrior may even devise a “signature move” that he 
frequently attempts based on his particular proclivi
ties. For example, he slashes a bloody red “Z” on an 
enemy’s chest, or he lodges and leaves his bloody axe 
deep in the enemy’s skull, inspiring terror among his 
opponents. 

Certain magic weapons may grant a warrior particu
lar prowess on certain kinds of Deeds, while some 
spells improve a warrior’s ability to perform the 
same Deeds.

Performing a Deed: The following rules apply to 
Deeds:

1. The warrior must declare the Deed before his 
attack. If he rolls the dice before declaring what 
Deed he attempts, then no Deed takes place, even 
if he rolls well on his attack die.

2. The Deed must be within the reasonable ability 
of a warrior to perform, given the character’s 
level and the enemy’s size and power. Use the 
examples below and the judge’s discretion to ad
judicate. For example, a low level warrior could 
not throw an arch demon even with a great Deed 
roll, but a great Deed roll might let him throw a 
large orc that no normal man could budge.

3. The Deed succeeds at the most basic level if the 
attack hits and the attack die is a 3 or higher. The 
attack inflicts normal damage and the Deed takes 
place. The higher the attack die the greater the 
Deed. The judge may still allow the enemy a sav
ing throw or require an opposed check of some 
kind, depending on circumstances.

4. Finally, note that a Deed does not interfere with 
a crit and may stack with a crit if both occur with 
the same blow.

Generally speaking, Mighty Deeds of Arms are 
grouped into seven general categories. The guide
lines that follow should help the judge decide which 
benefits to apply to a high attack die roll. 

Creative players will certainly come up with new 
Deeds. Encourage and allow this. 

BLINDING ATTACKS

Blinding attacks usually involve making a called shot 
to an enemy’s eyes. Examples include throwing sand 
in an enemy’s face, stabbing a knife through a visor, 
or impaling x a target’s eyeball with an arrow. Blind
ing attacks obviously must take place where appro
priate to the enemy: they are useless against oozes, 
for example. Against certain opponents, such as a cy
clops, the judge may “bump up” results to the next
higher level, given the more serious effect of blinding 
blows against such creatures.

ATTACK DIE ROLL: BLINDING RESULT

3: Opponent’s eyes are irritated and stinging, and he 
has difficulty seeing. On his next attack, the oppo
nent suffers a 2 attack penalty.

4: Opponent is temporarily blinded. He suffers a 4 
penalty to his next attack roll and may only move at 
half speed.

5: Opponent is completely blinded for 1d4 rounds. 
He flails about with wild attacks, suffering a 8 pen
alty to attack rolls, and can move only in a random 
direction at half speed.

6: Opponent is completely blinded, as above, for 2d6 
rounds.

7+: Opponent is blinded for the next 24 hours. Ad
ditionally, he must make a Fort save against the 
warrior’s attack roll. On a failure, he is permanently 
blinded.

MIGHTY DEEDS OF ARMS
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DISARMING ATTACKS

Disarming attacks include called shots to the hand, 
shattering an opponent’s weapon, severing a spear 
shaft, entangling a sword arm, and using the flat of 
a blade to smack a weapon from an enemy’s hand. 
Obviously, the opponent must have a weapon for 
this Deed to succeed; disarming an unarmed oppo
nent would serve no purpose. Creatures with natu
ral weapons – claws, fangs, horns, etc. –cannot be 
“disarmed” in the traditional sense but can have use 
of their weapons limited. See the table below for ex
amples.

ATTACK DIE ROLL: DISARM RESULT

3: A humanoid creature with a weapon drops its 
weapon. There is a 50% chance the weapon is 
knocked out of reach. If the weapon is out of reach, 
the creature must move to retrieve it and cannot 
simultaneously attack on its next round (unless it 
chooses to fight unarmed or draw a new weapon). 
If the weapon is within reach, the creature can use 
its next action to recover the weapon and still attack. 
(Alternate results: stabbed hand throbs in pain, im
posing a 1 attack penalty to future rolls; entangled 
sword arm is tied up, and as long as warrior devotes 
future combat rounds to maintain the entanglement, 
the enemy cannot attack.)

4: A humanoid creature with a weapon drops its 
weapon, which automatically lands out of reach (as 
above). There is a 50% chance a mundane weapon 

is sundered in the process. A sundered weapon is 
shattered or broken and cannot be used (except as an 
improvised weapon). Magic weapons are never sun
dered. (Alternate results: stabbed hand is crippled, 
imposing a 4 attack penalty to future rolls.)

5: A humanoid creature with a mundane weapon 
has it automatically sundered; a magical weapon is 
disarmed and lands out of reach. A monster with a 
natural attack method, such as claws or a bite, has 
its claws or teeth shattered, imposing a 4 penalty 
to damage rolls with the affected natural attack for 
the rest of the combat. Very large monsters, such as 
dragons, may not be affected or may receive a lesser 
penalty to damage rolls. (Alternate results: targeted 
hand is completely severed, requiring attacker to use 
off hand for the balance of combat (reference two
weapon combat, below); sword arm is so thoroughly 
entangled that the warrior can release his weapon 
and make attacks with a new one while the target 
struggles to free itself in 1d4 rounds.)

6: Both humanoids and monsters have a weapon 
completely compromised. Manufactured weapons 
are either sundered or disarmed and land out of 
reach, while natural weapons are shattered. Their 
attacking arm (or mouth or tentacle or whatever) is 
wounded and future attacks take at least a 4 penalty 
to damage rolls.

7+: As above, and the warrior can also affect crea
tures much larger and stronger than himself.
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PUSHBACKS

Pushbacks include shield bashes, tackles,  bull rush
es, tables hurled into enemies, doors smashed into 
opponents on the other side, and so on. Generally 
speaking, any attempt to use brute strength to force
fully move an opponent is considered a pushback.

ATTACK DIE ROLL: PUSHBACK RESULT

3: A creature the same size as the warrior is pushed 
back a few feet – enough space to open access to a 
door or staircase the target was defending.

4: A creature the same size as the warrior is pushed 
back a distance equal to half the warrior’s movement. 
A humanoid creature up to 50% larger than the war
rior, such as a large orc or a small ogre, is pushed back 
a few feet. A stable, quadrupedal creature such as a 
horse or cow can also be pushed back a few feet.

5: The warrior can shove back a creature up to twice 
his size, such as a fully grown ogre or a small giant, 
a distance equal to his full movement. Furthermore, 
he can pick up and hurl such a creature up to half 
his normal movement. This can allow the warrior to 
shove creatures off a nearby cliff, through a railing, 
out a chapel’s stained glass window, and so on.

6: The warrior can push back several oncoming op
ponents, such as a charging mass of goblins or a wall 
of marching men at arms. He can shove back a crea
ture up to three times his size and can even budge 
creatures like small dragons and large basilisks.

7+: As above, and the warrior can affect creatures 
that would be seemingly impossible for someone  his 
size to push back.

TRIPS AND THROWS

Trips and throws include any attempt to knock an en
emy off its feet. Whether it’s hooking an enemy’s leg, 
stabbing a kneecap, knocking an opponent off bal
ance, hurling an enemy away, sweeping an enemy’s 
legs, or some other maneuver, these Deeds allow the 
warrior to knock an enemy prone, limit his move
ment, and potentially keep him down.

ATTACK DIE ROLL: TRIPS AND THROWS 
RESULT

3: The warrior can knock an enemy off balance. The 
enemy gets a Ref save against the warrior’s attack 
roll. Failure means the enemy is knocked prone and 
must spend its next attack action standing up. Re
member that melee attacks against a prone opponent 
receive a +4 bonus.

4: Against a normal human sized opponent, the war
rior automatically knocks the target prone. Creatures 
up to 50% larger than the warrior or those that are 
quadrupedal or otherwise sure footed receive a Ref 
save to avoid being knocked prone.

5: A human sized opponent is knocked down and 
thrown up to 10 feet away. Creatures up to twice the 
size of the warrior can be knocked down, but they 
receive a Ref save to avoid being knocked prone.

6: A creature up to twice the size of the warrior can be 
thrown up to 10 feet away automatically. Addition
ally, the warrior can use his next action to continue to 
pin down the opponent, forcing him to remain prone. 
Exceptionally strong opponents may be able to make 
an opposed Strength check to stand up.

7+: As above, and the warrior can trip or throw crea
tures that seem far too large to be affected.
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RALLYING MANEUVERS

The mighty hero, bounding to the front of combat, 
can restore order to broken ranks. A bellowing war 
cry, a heroic charge, a frothing bloodthirsty maniac 
exemplifying bloody prowess: the right rallying ma
neuver by a great warrior can make an army fight 
better than it ever has before.

ATTACK DIE ROLL: RALLYING MANEUVER 
RESULT

3: The warrior can let loose a war cry or perform 
some flashy maneuver that rallies his troops around 
him. Nearby hirelings and retainers that have failed 
a morale check get a second check and recover their 
wits if they succeed.

4: The warrior urges his allies to form up around him 
and leads the charge! He must be at the forefront of 
the battle, succeeding in his attacks and setting an 
example for his followers, who receive a +1 bonus to 
morale checks for the remainder of the round.

5: The warrior performs some dramatic combat ma
neuver that inspires courage. Allies and followers re
ceive a +1 bonus to morale checks for the rest of the 
round. Additionally, if the warrior kills his opponent 
this round or causes a critical hit (or some other spec
tacular blow), all allies and followers receive a +1 at
tack bonus for the next round.

6: The warrior’s incredible maneuver affects not only 
nearby allies and followers, but potentially an en
tire army. The benefits are as above, but extend to as 
many as 100 followers, as long as they can see the 
hero.

7+: As above, and the benefits extend to as many 
followers as can see the hero – potentially an entire 
army of thousands of men!

PRECISION SHOTS

A precision shot is one that boggles the mind with 
its accuracy. These feats of precision include severing 
the hangman’s noose with a well placed arrow from 
twenty paces, lodging a sword in the dragon’s mouth 
so it cannot loose a breath weapon, and smashing the 
evil cleric’s anti holy symbol so he loses control over 
his un dead minions. When declaring a precision 
shot, the warrior must declare exactly which target 
he is attempting to affect. For example, “I hurl my 
spear and try to shatter the hinge on the enemy’s hel
met visor” or “I swing my sword and try to sever the 
knight’s stirrup.”

This category also includes called shots that attempt 
to do additional damage. For example, aiming for an 

opponent’s head, trying to sever a monster neck, a 
belly shot against a lumbering chaos beast, and so on. 
Called shots may do additional damage based on the 
roll, as noted below.

ATTACK DIE ROLL: PRECISION SHOT 
RESULT

3: The warrior can hit a small object that is nearby 
– either at melee range or very close range via missile 
fire. For example, he can hit a holy symbol displayed 
by a cleric, a banner flown by a cavalier nearby, or an 
ogre’s big ugly tusk. A called shot here may do up 
to 1d4 points of additional damage (judge’s discre
tion).

4: The warrior can hit a target that is normally within 
the province of only the most skilled swordsmen or 
archers. For example, he can shoot an apple off some
one’s head or hit the bull’s eye at 100 yards. A called 
shot here may do up to 1d5 points of additional dam
age (judge’s discretion).

5: The warrior can make a near impossible precise 
shot that includes slicing a narrow rope with an ar
row from 100 yards away, hurling a dagger into a 
coin from across a moat, or stabbing a sword through 
the one vulnerable scale on the vast scaly hide of an 
ancient dragon. A called shot here may do up to 1d6 
points of additional damage (judge’s discretion).

6: The warrior can make precise shots, such as the 
ones above, while also blinded and deafened – he 
relies on his other senses to attempt such an incred
ible maneuver. A called shot here may do up to 1d7 
points of additional damage (judge’s discretion).

7+: The warrior can make shots that seem beyond 
the abilities of mortal man – provided he can con
trive an explanation. For example, he can shoot an 
arrow through a doorway to hit the evil wizard in the 
throat in the room beyond,  explaining that the arrow 
actually went through the narrowest crack between 
the door and its frame. He can hurl a stone more than 
a half mile to knock out the goblin kidnapper as he 
gallops away on horseback, explaining that a passing 
hawk carried the stone in its beak for several hun
dred yards, then let it continue on its original trajec
tory. A called shot here may do up to 1d8 points of 
additional damage (judge’s discretion).
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DEFENSIVE MANEUVERS

In certain circumstances, a warrior’s greatest Deed 
may be allowing his comrades to live to fight another 
day. Shield walls, fighting withdrawals, and back
to back combat maneuvers can sometimes allow the 
warrior to support his entire party.

ATTACK DIE ROLL: DEFENSIVE 
MANEUVER RESULT

3: The warrior fights defensively, improving his 
chances of surviving. He receives a +1 AC bonus for 
the next round.

4: The warrior organizes a defensive formation among 
his allies, such as a shield wall, that is well suited to 
the opponent he fights. In addition to causing dam
age, he positions himself to “anchor” the defensive 
maneuver, granting a +1 AC bonus to himself and 
two allies who must be adjacent for the next round.

5: The warrior forms up his allies to best defend them
selves. None of the participating allies can move or 
the defensive position is disrupted. As long as none 
of the allies move, the warrior and the allies receive 
a +1 AC bonus for the next round. Up to four allies 
can benefit.

6: As above, and the warrior organizes a particularly 
effective defensive position that grants a +2 AC bo
nus to himself and up to four allies, as long as no one 
moves. The warrior must continue using his Deed for 
this specific use to maintain the position. Subsequent 
Deed rolls do not need to roll 6 or higher, but the war
rior cannot attempt another Deed without disrupt
ing the defensive formation. If the warrior chooses to 
move and he scores an attack die roll of 6 or better, he 
can maintain a +1 AC bonus for himself and his four 
allies, provided they move in the same direction at 
the same speed and maintain their formation.

7+: As above, and the AC bonus is +3 if not moving 
or +2 if moving.


